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Feed your IMAGINATION

Versatility
With a 5 litre glass bowl with large handle, superior 1000W motor, planetary 
mixing action, and a range of clever attachments to choose from, the kMix 
kitchen machine comfortably handles large quantities of ingredients and 
the stiffest of doughs. 

The unique fold function use a 2.5 turn revolution mixing action to perfectly 
incorporate ingredients without losing air, which is important in baking 
mixtures.

£184.99 Each

KENKMX754BK      KENKMX754CR      KENKMX754RD

KMIX STAND MIXER
Stylish stand mixer which helps you 
to mix, whisk and knead with ease

6 speed settings

Unique fold function fold and layer 
ingredients together, exceptionally good 
for preparing soufflés    

Smart speed control - carefully and 
smoothly build up speed without 
causing the spillage of ingredients   

Splash guard includes large feed tube 
for ease of adding ingredients whilst the 
machine is mixing

Slow speed outlet hex drive with wider 
range of attachments available    

Safety feature - automatically stops 
when the head is lifted to prevent 
accidental operation   

Includes k-beater, whisk and dough 
hook    

Dishwasher safe parts     

Weight: 10.9 (Kg)

FOR DELIVERIES 25th MARCH THROUGH TO 31st MARCH
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£243.58

CHEF XL

FOR DELIVERIES 25th MARCH THROUGH TO 31st MARCH

Bring great tasting food to the table 
with this reliable kitchen machine. 
Designed to make light work of food 
preparation, this product will help 
you to create an array of dishes 
with ease

KENKVL4100S

1200 watts

Variable speeds and pulse 
function

Planetary mix action 
maintains speed and power 
even under heavy loads

Hex slow speed outlet 
Compatible with KAX models, 
adapter required for AT slow 
speed attachment models   
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Power
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4.3L

Brushed Stainless
Steel Bowl

6.7L

3x Coated aluminium bowl 
tools flat k-beater, whisk and 
dough hook

Electronic speed control 
with indicator

Splashguard one piece style 
with feed chute, easily fitted

Weight: 7.658 (Kg)


